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CORRELATION BETWEEN RADAR AND OPTICAL IMAGES OF LUNAR 
1 SURFACE; A'. ~oizdarenko', Yu. G. ~hkuratot?, and M. ~ r e s l n v s k y ~ ,  Institute of 

Radiophysics and Electronics, National Academy of Science, Ukraine; 'Kharkov Astrono~nical 
observatory, Sumska 35 Kharkov 3 10022 Ukraine, kreslavsky@mak.kharkov.ua 

Correlation diagrams qf' radar r~fr'ectance (70 cn~)  vs. albedo (0.65 pm) and color-lndex 
(0.65 prn 0.12 prr) and radar-opficul unit rnaps are presented The trend the redder color, the higher 
radar ref7ectance was found for moderate color-index areas. Rank correlation maps were generated 
High correlation seems to correspond to areas surrounding some impact craters. 

Source data. In this study we used Thompson's [ I ]  normalised depolarized radar images of lunar nearside at 
70 cm wavelength (parameter D).  Optical data we used were our digital images of albedo A (0.65 ym) and color 
index C (0.65 ym 10.42 pm) [2]. 

Diagrams and unit maps. Correlation diagrams of D vs. A and C were built. Clusters in the diagrams show 
predominant combinations of radar and optical parameters of the surface. Fig. 1 presents the cluster scheme of D vs. 
A ,  which was used to build radar-albedo units map for the nearside of the Moon. Fig. 3 shows a part of this map 
including Mare Imbrium and crater Plato. Fig. 2 ind Fig. 4 are the same for D and C. 

Rank correlation maw. Distributions of rank correlation coefficient over lunar nearside were built for D image 
and both A and C images. The Kendall rank test over sliding window was used to compute rank correlation 
coefficient for the center of the window following technique from [3]. These distributions are mapped in Fig. 5 and 
Fig. 6 for the same part of the lunar nearside. Absolute value of correlation coefficient higher than 0.21 indicates 
perfectly reliable correlation (or anticorrelation). The absolute value lower than 0.08 corresponds to absence of 
correlation. 

Analysis. High-albedo, high D unit (7  in Fig. 1) displays noticeable correlation between A and D 
(corresponding cluster in the diagram is elongated and inclined). This cluster corresponds to some young large craters 
and their surroundings. It is interesting that mare "part?' in A - D diagram (low albedo, low and moderate D)  is 
separated into three clusters (I, 2, 3 in Fig. 1); each of them shows correlation between A and D. Most of mare area 
belongs to the unit 1. Two other units ( 2  and 3) occupy North-East of Oceanus Procellarum, west part of Mare 
Imbrium and north-west of Mare Crisisum (not shown in the part of the maps presented in the figures). 

C - D diagram is separated into 5 clusters (Fig. 2). Two of them, which are marginal along color-index axis (a 
and c), do not show correlation between C and D and correspond to some mare areas. It is interesting that mean D 
for the reddest unit (c) is lower than for the bluest (a). It means that although there is no correlation for each of the 
clusters, a global trend the redder color, the higher D exists. 

Distinct direct correlation between C and D appears to be for two clusters at moderate values of color-index (b 
and 4. Cluster d displays prominent correlation of D and C and includes almost all sites of the radar-albedo unit 7 
noted above. Cluster b corresponds to some mare and transitional regions. The remaining cluster r in Fig. 2 has the 
highest values of D and is formed by crater Tycho only (not shown in the part of the maps presented in the figures). 
This unit is the only one that shows inverse correlation (the higher D, the lower C). 

High rank correlation areas correspond to some craters with their vicinities and to mare - highland boundaries. 
High correlaiton can be seen for North boundary of Mare Imbrium, small craters inside Mare Imbrium, and the rim of 
Plato. (Fig. 5 ) .  Number of such units in the rank correlation map (Fig. 5) for D and A is greater than in the case of the 
D - C correlation (Fig. 6). 

Conclusions. Thus, there are some vast areas on lunar surface, which show correlation between the radar 
reflection and the optical parameters. The rank correlation maps confirm existence of the correlation too. Regional 
variations of optical parameters are known to be primarily due to chemical variations. In particular, albedo and color- 
index are controlled by Fe and Ti abundances. The correlations found can point out that some influence of chemical 
composition on radar reflectance might occur. 
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